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GET ALARM NOTIFICATIONS 
ANYWHERE, ANYTIME

Compatible with: 
iOS and Android 

Industrial-Grade Security

WIN-911 Mobile brings new time-saving tools and 
features to the latest generation of mobile devices, 
giving your team a faster, easier way to respond and 
resolve industrial alarm conditions in real time.

Web traffic is encrypted with HTTPS and all connections are outbound initiated, 
meaning you can deploy WIN-911 Mobile without opening a port on your firewall, 
or making intrusive changes to your corporate network infrastructure. 

Optimize Decision-making 

Reduce guesswork with 
real-time alarm event data.

Streamline Team 
Communications & Collaboration

Prevent miscues, spark ideas,  
share solutions.

Gain Instant Visibility 
Into Alarm Details

For faster problem resolution.

In-App Configuration

Customize formats, control 
your on-call status, configure 
notification tones.

Hennie Vorster,  
Electrical and Automation Engineer

      WIN-911 Mobile is easy 
to configure and displays 
alarms in no time. The best 
part is that I got the app 
working without our IT 
team. It’s makes things so 
much faster and easier.”

“
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THE WORLD’S #1 ALARM NOTIFICATION APP IS FEATURE-PACKED:

CONFIGURABLE PUSH 
NOTIFICATIONS

Choose a ringtone loud 
enough to wake you, plus:

 Alerts you to alarm, 
report, and chat activity.

 Acknowledge alarms with 
a single click.

 Supports smartwatch 
notification.

COLLABORATIVE CHAT

Gives everyone an easy way 
to collaborate, comment, 
and share ideas to resolve 
problems faster. Each alarm 
instance has its own chat 
room.

GAIN INSTANT INSIGHT 
INTO YOUR ALARMS

So you can prioritize 
what to work on now.

 See alarm changes 
in real-time.

 Current alarm states 
at a glance.

 Multi-selectable alarm 
acknowledgments.

ALARM DETAILS

Gives you up-to-date alarm 
details and history at your 
fingertips, as well as:

 Configurable properties 
from within the app.

 Acknowledge alarms 
with comments.

REPORTS

Get the details you need to 
make informed decisions.

 Display real-time process 
values and alarm states.

 Reports automatically sync 
with WIN-911.

 Push reports on specific 
alarm conditions.

Who’s seen 
the alarm?

Who hasn’t seen 
the alarm? 

Who’s been sent 
the alarm?

Who’s in ‘Do Not 
Disturb’ mode?

TEAM VISIBILITY
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EASILY REVIEW 
ALARM HISTORY

Review details of past 
alarms in the new 
Alarm History Tab for 
up to 31 days.

 Sort by date/time

 Filter by severity, 
operator, building, etc

EASILY REORDER 
CALLOUT LISTS 

Reorder, add, remove 
contacts within your 
Call-out Lists right 
from your phone or 
tablet.

CHANGE 
SCHEDULES 
ON THE FLY

Make changes to 
your own schedule or 
colleague’s schedules 
directly from the app.

LOCALIZED IN 
9 LANGUAGES

UI language settings 
toggle between 9 
languages - English, 
Spanish, Chinese, 
French, Italian, 
German, Arabic, 
Hebrew, & Portuguese.

DOWNLOAD THE APP

win911.com/products/mobile
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